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Subject: Westinghouse Owners Group 
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In response to the NRC staff's que~y concerning the question of the reactor core 
returning to criticality following a larg~ break Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA}, 
the Westinghouse Owners Group provides the attached information. The conclusion 
of the provided assessment is that the possibility of recriticality following an 
intermP.diate or a large break LOCA is very unlikely. 

Should you have any questions concerning this information, please call me 
(414) 221-2002. 

Very truly yours, 

+t~ 
Roger A. Newton, Chairman 
Regulatory Response Group 
Westinghouse Owners Group 
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cc: Robert C. Jones, Jr., NRC (ll, lA) 
Margaret S. Chatterton, NRC (ll. IA) 
Steering Committee (ll, IA) 
Westinghouse Owners Group Primary Representatives (ll, lA) 
C.K. McCoy, Georgia Power (ll, lA) 
G. Randolph, Union Electric (ll, IA) 
~.J. Liparulo, ~ (lL; lA) 
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WQG IRG Information Package 

Introduction and Summary 

In response to a query from the NRC Staff and a request from the WOG 
Issues Review Group (WOG IRG), Westinghouse has investigated the 
1 ikelihood of recriticality during the early portion of a large break LOCA 
transient. The NRC concern raises the possibility that a significant 
amount of water could remain in the reactor vessel following blowdown for 
reali$tic LOCA simulations. The quest~on is whether this water could 
result in criticality during the early portion of the reflood phase. 

The Westinghouse investigation has inclt:ded a 1·eview of previous 
Westinghouse documentation on thls subject, numerous discussions with 
Westinghouse technical personnel to address various asoects of this 
question. and a 1-e,1iew of sev~!·ai LOU-. :;~mulations to examine the void 
f'or:nar.ion in the reacto1· core and the \.;ater i;wentory :n the vessel for 
realistic .LOCA simulations. The ~-jective of these efforts was to develop 
a qualitative assessment of t:1e i' ei~hoocJ of 1·ecritica·1ity. 

Briefly summarized, our conclusion is as follows: Based upon all of the 
key factors -- significant void formation in the core, relatively small 
inventories of primary system water remaining in the vessel after 
blowdown. the likelihood of siqnificant control rod insertion, and the 
geometry of the core during ea~ly reflood ·· it is our judgment that 
recriticality is very unlikely follo1-1ir.g 3n intermediate or a large break 
LOCA. The discussion in the fnllowing pages provides the basis for this 
opinion. 

Westinghouse has prepared th1s assessment using information that was 
readily available. While this package provides our best judgment on this 
r.:atter, please note that this assess;;ient. as mentioned above. is somewhat 
qualitative. A1so, while a team of individuals contributed to this 
assessment. the conclusions proviaed here have not been independently 
·;erified. Thus, this d.ocument should be consi(1ered for infor·mation only. 
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some rod insertion would likely occur for larger breaks (see·later 
discussion). For breaks near the large end of the break spectrum, void 
formation is sudden and shutdown is immediate. As break size is 
decreased, however, void formation is slower but still rapid relative to 
the drop in moder a tor temperature. (For ex amp 1 e, in an idea 1 i zed 
adiabatic homogenous depressurization 0f the moderator from about 1325 psi 
to 1090 psi, the temperature drops from SBO"F to 555"F and the 
void fraction increases to SO percent, which would lead to a substantial 
insertion of negative reactivity.) 

A re~i~w of a number of LOCA simulations indicates that ev~n for breaks of 
1 ft. the core eventually voids (a>0.2), assuring subcritiuiity 
pr;or •o r·eflood. For these break ·~izes, the upper portions of the core 
void raoidly, reaching a 50 per cent ~Gid fractio~ within the first ten 
seconas of the transient. The iower regions of the core void more slowly. 
but voiding is essentially comolete within about 80 seconds. Thus. one 
c a n 2 on c i u de t h a t fo r b re a k s i n t he r-:. n <:i e o f i n t e re s t , i . e . . g ~- e a t e r t h an · 
l ft , complete core ·1oiding prior to r-ef1ood is expected. it is 
recognized that best estimate calculations may increase the time to 
co~plete voiding. For this reason. we reviewed best estimate calculation~ 
where possible. 

During the early part of the transient, when some moderator is still 
present in the core, fissioning will occur through subcritical 
rnuitfolication of the delayed neutron ~ource. For small break sizes. 
subcritical multiplication in the lower reqions of the core could occur 
very early in the transient. This fi~sion-heat. in conjunct1on with the 
stored energy and decay heat in the fuel, »iill increase voiding in the 
cor"e. further reducing the core multiplication factor. keff· and 
hastening the v2iding of the core and the drop in core power. For

2
break 

sizes near l ft . core power drops rapidly. For example, a i .6 ft 
cold leg break simulation performed using ~COBRA/TRAC. a best estimate 
thermal-hydraulics cod£, showed a power drop to approximately 5 percent 
within 2 seconds. 

Fo: large break sizes, then, core ·1oir.1ing is i·apid. and subcriticality 
prior to reflood is assured through the negative void l'eacti·.'ity 
fe9dback. Fo~ intermediate size breaks, core voiding in the upper regions 
of the core is rapid. The core will become subcritical through this 
voi·jing, but the core k"'ff will drop ;nore slowly than foi· lar-ge break 
sizes. and some subcrit1cal n·::Jtron 1.:u1tiplication will take olace. \~hile 
some power production may occur. the power will drop as voiding 
continues. Even for this scenario, however, substantial core voiding is 
eventually expected. In all cases, the core is highly subcritical prior 
to re flood. even if control rods fail to insert. 
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water which initially refills the core has a boron concentration which is 
close to that of the ECCS. This boron concentration will be sufficient to 
keep the C8re subcritical, even if the control rods fail to insert. 

As break size decreases, more primary system fluid will remain in the 
vessel at the end of blowdown. Ac:cun111iator water enters the vessel and 
mixes with the primary system water. The resulting mixture will have a 
boron concentration less than that of the accumulators. Also, since the 
accumulator water is cooler than the primary system water, ihe water 
refilling the core may be subcooled. The effectiveness of this mixture in 
maintaining subcriticality is depende0t on a number of factors which 
determine ~he core reactivity or k~rf· Core reactivity is a function of 
many vJ:·iables. e.g .. core geometry, i\iel and moderator temoeratures, 
;<enon Jnd samarium ievels, and fue·1 burnup. The core is most reactive at 
beginning-of-1 ife (BOL) when the care ~~erage burnup is small. At BOL, 
however. the reactivity addition to the core due to the moderator cooldown 
is much less than at end-of-life (EOL). This is because of the high boron 
concentration in the moderator. which makes the moderator temp~rature 
coefficient less negative. For a typical long cycle reactor core design, 
the hot foll power (HFP). BOL criticil: boron concentration might be 1550 
ppm. This assumes equilibrium xe!~ur~ and no control rod insedion. Core 
design calculations predict that ~he critical concentration at cold 
conditions (200 "F) would be approximately 1640 ppm, a reactivity 
increase equivalent to 90 ppm. i: ~s ~ecessary then for the coolant 
mixture which initially refills t~e ccre to have a boron concentration of 
at least :540 ppm to ensure subcr·~1cai it; without consideration for any 
other negative reactivity effects (~J~h as ~oid formation fros decay heat, 
control rod insertion. and poor core geometry). 

We examined a realistic LOCA simulation for a two-loop plant to identify 
how much primary system water remains in the vessel after blowdown and how 
much ECCS water is present 2s the core begins to refill. The particular 
break examined was a 1.6 ft cold leg split t.-~ak. The simulation was 
performed using \:{COBRA/TRAC, the 1..Jestinghouse best estimate 
therm.:il -hydraulics code. 

WCOBRA/TRAC uses a TRAC·PD2 loop ~ode1. The TRAC-PD2 vessel component is 
replaced by a COBRA-TF vessel model in liCOBRA/TRAC. which provides a more 
rigorous solution for the complex thermal -hydraulics in the reactor 
vessel. 'ilCAP-10924-P-A (Revision 1). ··~iestinghouse Large-Break LOCA Best 
Estimate Methodology.·• provides a desuiption of !!COBRA/TRAC as applied to 
upper plenum injection (UPI) plants and includes a technical evaluation by 
Sandia and an SER by the Staff on aop1ication of ~COBRA/TRAC to two-1.oop 
UPI LBLOCA analyses. In the Technical Evaluation Report. the reviewers 
concluded that ~COBRA/TRAC is a best estimate LBLOCA thermal-hydraulics 
computer code based upon the complete s~t of conservation equations solved 
in the code, the detailed geometrical ~odelling capability, and the 
assessment of the code with prototypical test data. WCAP-10924 includes 
~COBRA/TRAC simulations of integral and separate effects tests, such as 
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The results of the two-loop 
begins to refill. the ratio 
water mass is roughly l :2. 
the active fuel. Assuming 
boron concentration of 

HCOBRA/TRAC simulation show that as the core 
of primary system water mass to accumulator 
This includes about two feet of water covering 

complete mixing, this would give a mixture 

[(1550 ppm)+ (2000 pµm) (2)] .1 3 = 1850 ppm 

where the accumulator water is assum0d to be at 2000 ppm. 1he 1850 ppm 
value clearly exceeds the critical boron requirement of 1640 ppm. If the 
mixture boron concentration is calcul2ted for the point in time when the 
moderator Just reaches the bottos of the active fuel, the value obtained 
is i-ough1y 1810 ppm (approximately a :>3 i-atio of primary w:1t.er mass to 
ac~umulator water mass). Note that ~any plants have increased their 
accumulatoi- boron concentrations ~o !11aher levels than 2000 ppm to 
accommodate the higher critical boron ~oncentrations of eighteen month 
fuel cycles and positive moderator tesperature coefficient tech specs. 
Concentrations of 2200-2400 ppm are common. Higher values of accumulator 
boron concentrations would obviously result in higher final mixture boron 
concentrations. In this particular s;mulation, 25 seconds elapsed between 
the initiation of ac~umulator injection and the bottom of core recovery. 
In this time, substantial mixing would occur. 

If a 3: l ratio of pr~~ary water to ECCS water is employed to calculate the 
mixture boron concentration, a value very near the critical ~oron 
concentration is obtained. That is. 

((1550 ppm) (3), (2000 opm)] / 4 = 1663 pp:.i. 

indicating. that the code could ha~e oredicted a considerabi; larger amount 
of primary system water inventory and still confirmed that subcriticality 
would b·e 1 i ke l y. 

The ~esults for a four loop plant si~ulation are similar. A NOTRUMP 
l ft break showed that roughly 40 ~ercent of the lower plenum volume 
contained primary system water prior to the start of refill. ECCS flow 
refilling the lower plerium would then contribute about 60 percent of the 
water mass. This is a primary to ECCS mass ratio of 2:3. Thus, the 
amount of ECCS water available to maintain subcriticality would be 
considerably in excess of the minimum necessary, even before the water 
lev<?l r·ises into the active fuel :·egion. 

The r- e a c t i v i t y s i t u a ti on n e a r EO L i s s i i g h t l y d i ff e re n t . A t. EO L t he 
primary system boron concentration is low, but the reactivity addition due 
to cooldown is much larger than at 80L because of the large negative 
moderator temperature coefficient. Near EOL, for a HFP critical boron 
concentration of 400 ppm, the cold critical boron concentration is 820 
ppm, much less than at BOL but much higher than the primary system boron 
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concentration. Using the 1:2 ratio of primary to ECCS water mass 
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significantly higher than the 820 ppm predicted critical boron 
concentration. Thus, from a mixture boron concentration viewpoint, BOL is 
more limiting. 

At EOL, the 3:1 ratio again proves tc be a good rule of thumb for 
predicting criticality. Assuming the 3:1 mixture of primary and ECCS 
water, the expected critical boror. concentration is: 

( (400 ppm) (3) .. (2000 ppm)] / 4 = 800 ppm. 

which ls only slightly less tha~ the predicted value of 820 ppm. 

The above discus~ion clearly shows ~nJt for the cases examlned. :he 
~ixture boron concentration is suffjcient to ensure subcriticality. While 
an exhaustive study has not been performed. these results should be 
qualitatively representative of WEstl~ghouse PWRs. 
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increase. As energy is added to the coorarir thr-ough- release of-decay heat - - · 
and stored energy in the fuel, boiling will occur. This steaming and high 
void fraction two-pha:>e mixture, ·,.;hich ccols the core, will help to 
maintain subcriticality because of ~he negative void feedback. A 
secondary effect of the boiling is t~ concentrate the boron in the 
moderator. 

The geometry of the core during earlf :·eflood is such that neutron leakage 
from the core is enhanced. When the core has only a few feet of water, 
the core is neutronically small, i.e .. the height of the core is a smaller 
number of neutron mean free paths t~2:! during normal operat~c••. Also. the 
axial geometric buckling of the neut;--•_;:1 flux is much larger. Geometric 
buckliq'.], a measure of the neutron ;;;:;;.;age from the core, is proportional 
to 1/H' car a bare reactor, where H i: ~he core height. For a typical 
reactor, leakage from the core is worth about 2.5-3 percent in negative 
reactivity P~ck). Roughly one ~hi:·<j d this is axial leakac:ie. Thus, 
if the core is half full of 1~ater dur·ing reflood, the axial leakage from 
the core could increase by roughly a ~actor of four, say from 1· %~k to 
4 %ok. If the core is only a :hird f•.1il of water, the axial leakage 
could increase by a factor of nine. 

Neutron leakage from the core ~s also increased by the presence of voids. 
Voids affect the core r·eactivity ;r: :"·10 , .. ays. First, the har·dened neutron 
spectrum makes the fuel less react1ve s~nce resonance absorption and the 
capture·to-fission ratio are increa~.~c. IJoids. however. also increase the 
neutron mean free path length. maki~g it easier for neutrons to escape the 
core. This, too, reduces the ~~rr of :he reflood core. 

'"'I 

One non-conservative factor durina ea(iv reflood is the fact that the 
burnup on the fuel in the lower part e;( the core is less thar. the core 
average burnup. Hence. the lower region of the core cbuld have a higher 
k~-than the core as a whole. 1n1s 3~1a1 burnup distribution effect 
i:>. in our judgment, more than cff:;et by the voiding and enhanced leakage 
described above. 

To summar~ze this point, the early port'.on of core refill is characterized 
by a low core water level and coolanc boiling. Both of these effects will 
increase neutron leakage from the core and decrease the core keff• 
making criticality more difficult. Saectrum hardening due to void 
feedback during this time will also a~d negative reactivity. 

0 . 
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While no r-ecent calculations of cont~·ol !"od guide tube faiL:-es under 
large break LOCA loads are available. calculations performed in the mid 
80's for a three loop plant indicaled that a significant numoer of control 
rods would operate during a hot 'eg break. The control rods ~redicted to 
fail were those in the region of the broken hot leg nozzle. The analysis 
indicated that roughly two-thirds of the control rods would be expected to 
insert. However. as noted previously, during a large break LOCA the core 
will be driven to a subcritical condition by the presence of substantial 
ccre voiding with minimal RCS fluid expected to remain in the vessel. 

The breaks of primary interest her'? are the intermediate breaks. since· 
these bre~k sizes will leave the largest amount of primary system water in 
the reactor vessel while still producing significant forces on the guide 
1:1.J~es. i-lowever, since the hydraulic loads caused by these Jreak sizes are 
lower than the larger breaks typically analyzed, the intermediate break 
si:es e::e more likely t.o experience control rod insertion . .:::I though the 
exact number of control i·ods which 1·1ould be expected to ;nse:t i-emains 
uncetermined. 

Furthermore. t~e traditional break opening times assumed ir the 
calculation of LOCA forces have been conservatively small (Cl.001 sec). 
Use of more realistic break opening times (such as 0.01 sec) in the LOCA 
forces analysis would reduce the LOCA guide tube forces significantly and 
increase the 11kelihood of control rod insertion. 

Another consideration with respect to control rod insertion is 
Leak-Before-Break (LBB). Using LSB technology, it is possible to 
de~onstrate that safe shutdown of the reactor can be accompi \shed based on 
detection of a leak before a significant rupture of the RCS piping can 
occur. This technology has eliminated. in many instances, analyses of 
main RCS piping breaks in the evaluation of the mechanical and structural 
integrity of the reactor coolant system vessel and internals. For LBB 
plants. t.he analysis to generate the LOCA hydraulic forcing functions is 
l i~ited to reactor coolant system branch line breaks which are less than 
ft in break area. These forcing functions can be used to demonstrate 
that control rod insertion will occur for these more realistic break 
scenarios. This approach has been discussed with the Staff in connection 
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1 n summary, it is very likely that for intermediate breaks. a significant ~:· ..... . 
fraction of the control rods wii1 insert due to the reduced LOCA hydraulic 
forces for these break sizes, thus contributing to core subcriticality. 
Through LBB technology. it is possible to demonstrate. in better estimate 
space, that control rod insertion will occur prior to a significant 
rupture of the RCS piping given timely operator actions to bring the plant 
to a safe shutdown condition. 
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intermediate size breaks. For these break sizes, the mass of primary 
system water remaining in the vessel .following blowdown is not large 
enough to lead to criticality at any time in life as long as the ECCS 
boron concentration is maintained at the tech spec requirements. The core 
configuration during early reflood is not conducive to criticality because 
of voiding and neutron leakage. Also. for intermediate size bre~ks, a 
significant amount of rod insertion ~an be expected, further reducing the 
likelihood of criticality. 

Taken together, these factors cle.orl_y indicate that the possibility of 
recritic.1lity is remote. 
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